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HAITI  
MISSION TEAM MEMBER MANUAL and APPLICATION PACKET (Version 2013-1) 
FBC, Dardanelle / North Park, VanBuren   FRI Oct 11 – FRI Oct 18, 2013 
Arkansas Baptist State Convention 
International Missions Mobilization Office 
10 Remington Drive 
Little Rock, AR  72204 
 
1.800.838.2272 x5149 
 
 

 
 
Dear Friends, 
The Arkansas Baptist State Convention is privileged to partner with your church to provide room/board/ 
ground transportation to assist with your ministry in Haiti.  As of August, 2012, almost 90 teams have served in 
Haiti.  Thousands have been fed, housed, evangelized, medically treated, and more.  Over 4,500 have been 
saved.  We are working hard to plant new churches and disciple Haitians.  Thanks for going to Haiti! 
 
Check out what the Lord has been doing!  http://abschaiti.blogspot.com 
 
Blessings! 
Bob Fielding 
Arkansas Baptist State Convention  
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Haiti  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haiti 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The following is from  https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ha.html 
 
Background:  The native Taino Amerindians - who inhabited the island of Hispaniola when it was discovered by 
COLUMBUS in 1492 - were virtually annihilated by Spanish settlers within 25 years. In the early 17th century, the French 
established a presence on Hispaniola. In 1697, Spain ceded to the French the western third of the island, which later 
became Haiti. The French colony, based on forestry and sugar-related industries, became one of the wealthiest in the 
Caribbean but only through the heavy importation of African slaves and considerable environmental degradation. In the 
late 18th century, Haiti's nearly half million slaves revolted under Toussaint L'OUVERTURE. After a prolonged struggle, 
Haiti became the first black republic to declare independence in 1804. The poorest country in the Western Hemisphere, 
Haiti has been plagued by political violence for most of its history. After an armed rebellion led to the forced resignation 
and exile of President Jean-Bertrand ARISTIDE in February 2004, an interim government took office to organize new 
elections under the auspices of the United Nations Stabilization Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH). Continued violence and 
technical delays prompted repeated postponements, but Haiti finally did inaugurate a democratically elected president 
and parliament in May of 2006. A massive magnitude 7.0 earthquake struck Haiti in January 2010 with an epicenter 
about 15 km southwest of the capital, Port-au-Prince. An estimated 2 million people live within the zone of heavy to 
moderate structural damage. The earthquake is assessed as the worst in this region over the last 200 years and massive 
international assistance will be required to help the country recover. 
Geography: Caribbean, western one-third of the island of Hispaniola, between the Caribbean Sea and the North Atlantic 
Ocean, west of the Dominican Republic 
 
Area:  

total: 27,750 sq km   land: 27,560 sq km   water: 190 sq km 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haiti
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ha.html
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Natural Hazards: lies in the middle of the hurricane belt and subject to severe storms from June to October; occasional 

flooding and earthquakes; periodic droughts 

Population: 9,035,536  note: estimates for this country explicitly take into account the effects of excess mortality due to 

AIDS; this can result in lower life expectancy, higher infant mortality, higher death rates, lower population growth rates, 

and changes in the distribution of population by age and sex than would otherwise be expected (July 2009 est.) 

Age Structure:  
0-14 years: 38.1% (male 1,735,917/female 1,704,383) 
15-64 years: 58.5% (male 2,621,059/female 2,665,447) 
65 years and over: 3.4% (male 120,040/female 188,690) (2009 est.) 
 

Religions: 

Roman Catholic 80%, Protestant 16% (Baptist 10%, Pentecostal 4%, Adventist 1%, other 1%), none 1%, other 3%  note: 

roughly half to 80% of the population practices voodoo.   

Economy: 

Haiti is the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere with 80% of the population living under the poverty line and 

54% in abject poverty. Two-thirds of all Haitians depend on the agricultural sector, mainly small-scale subsistence 

farming, and remain vulnerable to damage from frequent natural disasters, exacerbated by the country's widespread 

deforestation. While the economy has recovered in recent years, registering positive growth since 2005, four tropical 

storms in 2008 severely damaged the transportation infrastructure and agricultural sector. US economic engagement 

under the Haitian Hemispheric Opportunity through Partnership Encouragement (HOPE) Act, passed in December 2006, 

has boosted apparel exports and investment by providing tariff-free access to the US. A second version of the legislation, 

passed in October 2008 and dubbed HOPE II, has further improved the export environment for the apparel sector by 

extending preferences to 2018; the apparel sector accounts for two-thirds of Haitian exports and nearly one-tenth of 

GDP. Remittances are the primary source of foreign exchange, equaling nearly a quarter of GDP and more than twice the 

earnings from exports. Haiti suffers from a lack of investment because of insecurity and limited infrastructure, and a 

severe trade deficit. In 2005, Haiti paid its arrears to the World Bank, paving the way for reengagement with the Bank. 

Haiti received debt forgiveness for about $525 million of its debt through the Highly-Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) 

initiative in 2009. The government relies on formal international economic assistance for fiscal sustainability. 

Borrowed:   
How does one explain Haiti? What is Haiti? Haiti is the eldest daughter of France and Africa. It is the place of 
beauty, romance, mystery, kindness, humor, selfishness, betrayal, cruelty, bloodshed, hunger, and poverty. 
 
For nearly two centuries the real Haiti has been obscured by distance, prejudice, illusion, misunderstanding, 
and accumulated misinformation. Much that is obscured is neither beautiful nor romantic. Crookedness and 
selfishness are everywhere; so are faithlessness, revenge, and misery. 
 
Haiti is the second free nation of the Western Hemisphere and the world's first black republic. Yet in 1991 -
almost two centuries' freedom notwithstanding, Haiti remained more underdeveloped than much of Africa 
from which it emerged. Haiti is not merely the poorest country in the hemisphere but one of the poorest 
anywhere. In 2002 her annual per capita income amounted to $270. Haiti is also one of the few countries in 
the latter twentieth century whose gross national product has stagnated or declined more years than it has 
advanced. 
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Only 13% of Haiti's 7 million acres are worth cultivating. Four fifths of the people (to whom the plow remains 
unknown) till their plots with hoes, machetes, or sharp sticks. The whole of Haiti, acre by acre, bursts with an 
average of 500 persons per square mile, going above 1000 feet where the land is good - a density unequalled 
save in Java or the Nile Valley. This teeming population often lives in relative isolation from its own cities and 
towns and even its neighbors. Interior regions of Haiti are very inaccessible. Peasants can live their lives 
without seeing the main towns. Citizens of Port-au-Prince know little of Haiti's back country. Most villages of 
the interior can be reached only on foot, by donkey, or, under the most favorable conditions, by jeep.   
 
Haiti speaks two languages. French, the official administrative tongue is understood by 15% of the people. 
Creole, a blend of seventeenth century provincial French and West African dialects, 
is Haiti's true national language and sole tongue of 85% of the population. It is an old saying that Haiti is 80% 
Catholic and 100% Voodoo. This may not be the literal truth, but it is doubtful whether more than 15% of Haiti 
-including a small but vigorous Protestant community - practices Christianity exclusively. 
 
Voodoo has sunk its roots deep into Haitian soil; it is a combination of the animist cults of West Africa infused 
with Catholic ritual. Voodoo plays so central a role in the life and history of Haiti that to disregard it (as 
Americans did during their occupation) is to foreclose serious understanding of its people. 
 
Taken From Written In Blood, the story of the Haitian People, 1492-1995; Revised and 
Expanded by Michael HeinI, 1996; University Press ofAmerica, Inc.; ISBN 0-7618-0230-4 (paperback). 
 

 

Roody Joseph is our partner in Haiti.  Roody 

was born in Haiti and moved to Florida at age 

10.  He is married and has grown children.  He 

is now living in Haiti, working with his father, 

Pastor Abraham Joseph, and other leaders in 

the area, to evangelize Haiti and plant 

churches.  Roody oversees all of the logistics 

for ABSC teams and helps you do ministry in 

Haiti.  He is fluent in English, Haitian Creole 

and French.   
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Preparing to Travel to Haiti – Packing and more 
 

____  You will need a current passport.  The date of expiration should be six 
months AFTER your planned return date from Haiti.  If it expires sooner, you 
MUST have a new passport.  Also, you must have FOUR blank pages.  If not, follow 
the procedure of having pages added to your passport.  See 
http://travel.state.gov/passport/   NOTE: Citizens of the USA do not need to have 
a “visa” to enter Haiti.  You only need your current USA passport.  
 
____ We suggest you use an over the neck passport holder such as the one at left 
that goes under your shirt.  This is the best and most secure.  Carry your passport, 
credit card and cash in this.  NEVER carry your passport in your pants pocket or 
shirt pocket.  Make a copy of your passport picture page and place it in each 
checked bag and your carry on.  Make sure a family member at home has a copy 

of your passport picture page, your Gallagher Insurance info (supplied to you by your team leader) and flights.  
 
____ Carry your regular health insurance card with you also, in case you need it while in transit in the USA.   
 
____If you take a credit card, make sure to call your credit card company and inform them you are traveling 
from AR to Haiti.  You will likely not use your card in Haiti, but if you have an emergency en-route or a need for 
it in Haiti, you will have it.  You will not need much cash in Haiti.  You will NEVER need to exchange money.  
 
____You will want to consider certain shots and medication. See page 11 of this document.  
 
____ A packing list is located in on page 10 
 
____ CHECKED BAGS: Remember that you have to carry what you take!  As of this writing, you are allowed to 
check one bag to Haiti, free of charge and an additional checked bag for a fee.  (50-pounds per bag; 62”bags 
(L+W+H). )  We recommend you pack one bag for yourself, and one for ministry needs.  It is actually better to 
split your clothes and ministry items with both bags, in case one is lost or delayed.   When you consider your 
personal clothing, remember that we have a washer and dryer in place for you to use. Pack a travel sized box 
of washing detergent.  Also, you will not need sheets or towels. These are supplied and you can wash them as 
often as you wish.   

____ CARRY ON BAGS: As of this writing, each person may carry on one small bag plus one personal item as 
long as the carry-on bag fits comfortably in the sizer at the airport without being forced and does not exceed 
overall dimensions of 45 inches (length + width + height).  The maximum dimensions cannot exceed any of the 
following measurements: 22" long x 14" wide x 9" tall. Check current airline policy to make sure.  

 Warning: if you use standard type of case for your carry-on, you could be forced to valet-check it at the door 
of the aircraft, especially if you fly in one of the smaller regional jets.  The standard style case will not “stuff” 
into the overhead or under your seat.  This means a possible 10 to 15 minute delay after you land at your 
interim destination, which could cause you problems if your 1st flight is late or you have a quick turnaround to 
your next flight.  We recommend a soft case carry-on which will “stuff” in the overheads or under the seat in 
front of you.   Carry a few changes of underwear, socks and a shirt in your carry on (just in case your luggage is 
lost or delayed!) 
 

http://travel.state.gov/passport/
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On the plane from the east coast to Haiti:  
____ On the last leg of your flight, you are required to fill out an immigration form to present when you enter 
Haiti passport control, as well as a customs form.  Fill out the top and bottom parts of the immigration form.   
If the airline does not have both forms for you during the flight, you can obtain them as soon as you enter the 
passport control area.  Normally, the aircraft is out of at least one of the forms! Just make sure you have both 
and have them filled out before you get in the passport control line.   
 
On one or both forms, you will be asked to write the full address of your destination.  Use: 
  
Roody Joseph 
77 Chatuley 
Leogane, Haiti 
 
 When you arrive in Haiti: 
1) Follow the crowd. A bus will take you from the plane to the passport control/baggage claim building 
(terminal), which at this writing is a converted warehouse.     
2) Enter the terminal and proceed through immigration (passport control). You will need your passport, and 
both forms that you have completed.  (There are clearly marked restrooms on the far side of the passport 
control lobby that you can use before you go through passport control. After this, you will have a two to three 
hour drive and the only available bathrooms will be on the side of the road.)   
3) Present your passport and both forms to the passport control agent.   You will receive back the bottom 
portion of the immigration form, your passport, and the customs form.  The bottom portion of the 
immigration form is your exit document that will be needed as you leave the country. 
4) You will then move to the luggage area to claim your luggage. This is a large room that looks like chaos, but 
you can find your bags!    

 
Our partner, Roody Joseph, has hired 
Ronald (pronounced roe-NAHLD) Ezerbee 
to find you and help you get out of the 
airport to Roody, who will be waiting in 
the parking lot.     
 
Your team leader has a document that 
explains the services that Ronald offers. 
Each team must use his services, and 
there are two levels of service.  
 
 
5) As you exit the building area, you are 
still in a secure fenced area. You will turn 
right and walk 50+ yards to the exit.  
There is usually a large crowd at this exit.  
When you exit the gate, if you are 

carrying your own bags, people may beg for money and try to grab the bags. (They are not trying to steal, but 
are wanting to carry the bags to the car in exchange for money).  Ronald will you get through this.  Though you 
are not used to this type of crowd, and it may be uncomfortable, there is no reason for alarm. Your team 
leader has Roody’s cell phone number, as does Ronald in case of any problem.  
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When you return home: 
1) Roody will get you to the airport between two and three hours before departure. 
2) Official “porters” are standing outside wanting to earn money to carry your bags.  They are RELENTLESS and 
do not understand “no.”  If you do not want to pay a tip, just say no politely, and keep walking.  If you have to 
get firm, do so politely.   Others will be out there selling paintings and other kinds of souvenirs.   
3) Upon entering the building, right at the door, your bags will be scanned and you will walk through a metal 
detector.   
4) The airport is equipped with the same check-in kiosks in our airports.  Employees are on hand to assist.  If 
the kiosks malfunction, you will be directed to the counter.   
5) After you have your boarding pass and have checked your bags, you will proceed to the immigration area. 
Present your passport and the immigration document that you received when you entered the country.   After 
this, you will go through another Haitian security point.  Proceed around the corner and use the stairs or 
elevator to go to the large waiting area on the second floor.  At that point, American Airlines will have you go 
through their security protocol.  (Yes, three security checkpoints!) 
 
This upstairs waiting area is fairly clean, and there are restrooms available at the rear of the seating area.      
 
In-country travel is by rented, air-conditioned vehicle(s).  Your team leader will provide you with the costs.  
The roads in Haiti are rough at best. Travel is slow and difficult. Many travel memories will be made. There is 
no need for a member of your team to drive in Haiti and it is prohibited by ABSC policy.  It is a 21 mile drive 
from the airport to Leogane, and takes 2 to 2.5 hours on most days. 
 
 
The base at Leogane 
 

The base at Leogane is a walled compound owned by the family of the 
Baptist pastor there. Abraham, Joseph.  The Arkansas Baptist State 
Convention has installed metal dorm buildings (about 10x20 feet each), 
along with toilets, showers and a kitchen.  The metal dorms are level 1 
hurricane resistant and earthquake resistant.  They have windows and 
doors.  
 
The buildings are outfitted with beds (linens and pillows provided) and fans connected to city power, with an 
electric generator that serves as backup.  Haiti uses the same plugs and current as in the USA.  You will be able 
to charge your cell phone, ipod, etc.   Most of the time the air-conditioning works!   
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SAFETY: A United Nations military unit is positioned within a mile of the compound, and the Haitian police 
patrol by our compound every hour.   We have standing reservations at the UN compound safe house in the 
event of a hurricane, and we also have a contract with the Doctors without Borders clinic, ¼ a mile away.   

 
Food and Water 
While in Haiti, you must always know where your food comes from. 
Don't buy any food items off the street unless you are told it is OK. At 
Leogane, all meals will be prepared by the church cooks. They really 
do a great job!  We provide safe water provided by Culligan – 
delivered in sealed 5-gallon jugs.  Take at least two sports bottles 
with you so you can carry plenty of water when you are out and 
about.  We do not supply cups.  
 
See the Culligan water plant video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQqnZO5wtYI 
 
A well supplies water for your showers and toilets. That water is 
pressurized and UV filtered.   
 
 
 

 

Security Issues 
Always follow all directions of the Haitian volunteer coordinator, your leadership and Haitian leadership. No 
one should ever wander off alone. 
 
Money Issues and Shopping 
Money in Haiti is gourdes but spends as Haitian dollars. There is no actual Haitian dollar, but five gourdes 
always equals one Haitian dollar. At this writing 40 gourdes = 1$USD.  There is very little chance for you to 
spend money. You will pay cash for your in-country expenses (room/board/transportation/translators) after 
you arrive at the Leogane base. Do not flash cash in public ever!  There is NO need for you to exchange US 
dollars to Haitian money.    
 
Contacting Home 
The cell system in Haiti is very good.  CHECK with your carrier on per minute rates for your cell phone, text 
messaging, and data.  You may get a bad surprise on your next bill.   We have installed a laptop computer with 
internet service for your use.  AT and T offers a Haiti package to help you save money.  A printer is also 
available.   
 
In addition, we have installed Wi-Fi at the base. We do not recommend that you take a laptop (a laptop and 
laser printer are available – you can use the laptop to upload pictures, do email, etc.).  If you take a Wi-Fi 
enabled smart phone or iPod type device, you will be supplied with the encryption code to connect. 
 
We have also installed a Vonage phone with a Little Rock phone number. You will have unlimited calling to the 
USA free of charge.  We will permit you to give that number to your family, but they may call TO HAITI only in 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQqnZO5wtYI
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the case of a true emergency.  You MUST ensure that calls from the USA to Haiti on our Vonage phone are 
true emergencies. Again, you have unlimited use for you as a team member to call home on the Vonage 
phone.   
 

Hurricane Season 
 
Hurricane season lasts from June through the end of September/mid-October.   Teams need to be aware that 
if a Hurricane is projected towards Haiti, that catching an early flight out might not be possible.   
 
Also, teams concerned about having their trips interrupted by a Hurricane, either before or during, should 
consider trip cancellation/delay insurance.  Gallagher, the provider of the health/accident insurance part of 
your trip, also has Mission Travel Insurance.  See https://www.aaintl.com/iTravelInsured.cfm 
 
 If a storm or other disaster occurs while you are in Haiti and your leaving the island is not an option, our 
Haitian personnel will act to move you to as safe a place to stay as possible.   
 
As noted on page 8, The United Nations base is close to the Arkansas compound at Leogane.  A Hurricane 
room is provided there, open ONLY to those with foreign passports.  We have standing reservations there.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.aaintl.com/iTravelInsured.cfm
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Packing list suggestions 
When packing for Haiti, keep these things in mind: 
 
____It is hot. Pack light-colored clothes. Women should avoid knit clothing, padded garments, shoulder pads 
(these soak up the sweat) and bring extra undergarments and socks. Be prepared to sweat all the time.  It is 
BRUTALLY hot at times.  Shirts that wick away sweat work very well.  Also, there are cooling bandanas that 
some say are very helpful.  NO CAMMO STYLE CLOTHING.  
 
____ Sunday CHURCH:  NO shorts.  It is suggested that ladies wear a skirt or dress, but Capris are OK. Most 
Haitian women will be wearing a dress to church.   
 
Men: Wear a polo shirt or button down collared shirt and long pants.  Tennis shoes OK.  A tie is not necessary 
and even the pastor at Leogane does not wear a tie.   
 
____ Wear other than church:   
 
Men and WOMEN:  T-Shirts OK.  MODEST shorts OK, closer to the knee.   Absolutely NOTHING tight.  Jeans or 
comfortable slacks are OK for everyone. In the secure compound – everyone can wear shorts – must be 
MODEST.  Almost knee length.   IT IS GOING TO BE HOT! 
 
Ladies: Capri’s are OK in public, and better than shorts for you.   
 
____The sun is bright. Bring sunglasses, sun block, and a hat.   
____You will be on your feet. Bring only comfortable shoes.  Bring a set of flip flops or shower shoes for going 
back and forth to the shower. Wear shoes that will protect your feet when outside the compound.  
____Pack lightly and plan to mix and match shirts/slacks to save space.  
____Be sure to pack all the toiletries you need (shaving gear, deodorant, soap, shampoo etc) since shopping is 
not a real option. Women need to pay special attention to their personal items and be sure they have an 
adequate supply.  Travel size shampoo, toothpaste and other items can help save space.  
____bug repellant containing Deet.   
____kitchen size trash bags for dirty clothes.  (can also be ripped open and made into a rain cover!) 
____On excursions, don’t expect restrooms, but there are some. Take travel type toilet paper with you.  

____Prescription medicines must be in their original containers. Do NOT pack them in your checked bag, in 

case your bag gets lost.    

____ Travel size hand sanitizer 

____ Devotional material, Bible, Journal (in your Carry on) 

____ Camera 

____  A small backpack or  fanny pack for in-country travel and walking  (can be your air carry on) 

____ Ibuprofen, Pepto Bismol tablets, diarrhea medicine, (over the counter meds) etc. 

____ Small flashlight  (VERY IMPORTANT!) 

____ Wash cloths  

____Take SOME snacks with you, such as beef jerky, high protein bars, trail mix, water flavor powder packs 

(e.g. Propel, Gatorade).  Gatorade or a similar product can help you replace salts and electrolytes when you 

sweat! VERY IMPORTANT.  Vacuum sealed bags of Tuna would be a good snack (avoid anything with cans).  

____Towel – towels are provided and are washed daily by the staff at the Arkansas House. Find out the 
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procedure for where to put your used towels.   

____ Bedding is provided and is changed out almost daily for you.  They team there does a great job of 

keeping the houses/baths clean.   

____ Take earplugs.  It is LOUD around the compound.  Neighbors are loud, the roosters are loud, traffic and 

horns are loud, and you may have a cabin mate that makes all sorts of noise in their sleep. TAKE EARPLUGS! 

____ Common first aid items. 

____ Sports type water bottles for you to carry water from our Culligan system. 

____ Small detergent for the washing machine (your team leader needs to see if it has been installed.) 

 

 

What shots/medicines do I need?  No shots are MANDATORY for Haiti, but many are highly recommended.  

Check with your medical provider.  At minimum: 

 Tetanus up to date 

 Hep A – HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 

 Hep B – HIGHLY RECOMMENDED 

 Malaria Tablets HIGHLY RECOMENDED  See 
http://www.cdc.gov/malaria/travelers/country_table/h.html  

 Some folks choose to take Bactrim or Cipro for Prophylactic Reasons  (OPTIONAL) 

 Some get the typhoid shot, but unless you drink contaminated water it is not necessary.  

 See http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/Haiti.aspx/ 
 

 Will I be covered with special Insurance?  Yes.  Your church will obtain the special Gallagher insurance for 

you. It is $3.30 per day plus tax.  Your team leader can furnish you with the current coverage.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cdc.gov/malaria/travelers/country_table/h.html
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/Haiti.aspx/
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Appendix B - Haiti Trip Participant Application– Return four pages to your team leader.   Please print clearly! 

FBC, Dardanelle / North Park, VanBuren   FRI Oct 11 – FRI Oct 18, 2013 

PRINT Full Name as it is on your passport ____________________________________________________________ 

 

Your contact information (include area codes)        Cell ______________________  Home _____________________   

 

Work ______________________  Email address:  ______________________________________________________ 

Address/City/State/Zip: 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Date of Birth _____________________      Passport #________________________  Date of expiration _______________ 

Note: There MUST be six months left on your passport AFTER our planned return date.  

Are there four blank pages in your passport?  ___YES  ___NO   

Insurance Beneficiary and Relationship : ____________________________________________________________ 

 

Give two Emergency Contacts (Name/Address/Town/Cell phone/Home Phone/Email – two lines provided for each) 

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

***Have you have ever had a sexually-related criminal conviction or a conviction that involved violence against another 

person in the last seven years?   Circle one:  YES   NO  (If yes, you will not be permitted to go on the trip – these are 

disqualifying factors per the IMB, whose Child Protection Policy the Arkansas Baptist State Convention has adopted.)  

  

To comply with the IMB Child Protection Policy, it is required that your church conduct a criminal background check, 

that you watch the IMB Child Protection Video, and that your church ask three references questions required by the 

IMB.     

 

Please list three references below, preferable those with an email address.  If a reference does not have email, give a 

phone number.  

1.  Name: ________________________________________   email ___________________________________ 

2.  Name: ________________________________________   email ___________________________________ 

3.  Name: ________________________________________   email ___________________________________ 

See next page 
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Shots and medicine:  (all are optional) 

 Circle the answers: 

 Hepatitis B  vaccine                  YES         NO, but will have by trip time         NO, I choose not to get it 

 Hepatitis  A  vaccine                 YES         NO, but will have by trip time         NO, I choose not to get it 

 Tetanus Up to date                   YES         NO, but will have by trip time        NO, I choose not to get it 

 Typhoid Vaccine             YES         NO, I will have by trip time     NO, I choose not to get it 

 Malaria Pills – Highly recommended.  See CDC website.  Requires a prescription.  

 Some suggest that you take Bactrim or Cipro for prophylactic reasons. Most don’t do this.  See your doctor. 

 

I have received the Haiti Trip fact sheet. Any questions I have about this trip have been satisfactorily answered.  I will 

obey all lawful directions from the team leader and civil and church authorities in Haiti. “I authorize that an electronic 

criminal background check be performed on me and reference checks be conducted on me with the names I have 

provided.” 

I promise that I will never give any money to a Haitian national, I will not promise to send anything to a Haitian national, 

and that any gifts I give to those who serve us at the Arkansas base go through Roody Joseph and never hand to hand 

from me to a Haitian national.  I understand that to do otherwise will compromise the work in Haiti and create an 

expectation among nationals that all teams are to do this.  

I am a team player, and will strive to honor the Lord first in my life, and to place the needs of my team members above 

my own.  I will handle all complaints and concerns Biblically.  

 

Date ______________________________Signature____________________________________________ 

 

Application continued on paged 14 and 15 
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Child Protection “Interview” and process – Haiti Teams 

The Arkansas Baptist State Convention requires that each person going on a mission trip sponsored by the ABSC 

complete the same child protection process as the SBC International Mission Board requires.  That process, good for 

four years, includes: 

1) That your church obtains three written references on you (you supplied those on page 13). Those references will be 

asked specific questions to respond to.  

2) That your church obtains an electronic criminal background check on you. You gave permission on page 12.  

3) That you watch the IMB Child Protection Video (see page 16)  (this is something you can do later.  You need to fill out 

the application part of this packet (pages 12-15) and turn them in to your team leader now. 4) That you answer the 

following questions in writing: (answer them now and turn them in with your packet).  

CONFIDENTIAL 

Personal Interview Questions* 

(1)  Bearing in mind that your proposed service may involve access to minor children, is there anything in your personal 

history or experience that indicates that you have any problem whatsoever involving sexual attraction to children or any 

related tendencies that could pose a risk of harm to any children you may encounter during your service? 

 

 

 

(2)  Have you ever been the subject of a complaint of child abuse or any other type of mistreatment of children?   If yes, 

please explain briefly. 

 

 

(3)  Has anyone ever complained to you, the organization you were serving with, or to the government concerning your 

care of children?   If yes, please explain. 

 

 

(4)  Certain types of behavior may reflect negatively on your fitness to serve in this ministry.  Have you ever been 

charged with or convicted of any crime or misdemeanor involving (1) a minor child, (2) stalking or harassment, (3) sex or 

lewd behavior (e.g., rape, sexual assault, prostitution, public indecency) or (4) violence against another person.   If yes, 

please explain briefly. 

 

(5)  Have you engaged in any illegal drug use within the past 10 years? 

 

 

Print your name____________________________Signature _____________________________Date____________ 
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RELEASE AND INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT FOR ADULTS   

(below 18 years of age? Request the form for minors from the ABSC) 

Institution: Arkansas Baptist State Convention, 10 Remington Drive, Little Rock, AR  72204 

Your Name Printed______________________________________ 

 

Address _______________________________________________ 

City/State/Zip __________________________________________ 

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY OR TRIP:  Travel to and from Little Rock Arkansas or other airport and within the 

country of Haiti for ministry. 

I, the above named participant, am eighteen years of age or older and have voluntarily agreed to participate in the above 

Activity and Trip. I acknowledge that the nature of the Activity or Trip may expose me to hazards or risks that may result 

in my illness, personal injury or death and I understand and appreciate the nature of such hazards and risks.  

In consideration of my participation in the Activity or Trip, I hereby accept all risk to my health and of my injury or death 

that may result from such participation and I hereby release the above named Institution, its governing board, officers, 

employees and representatives from any liability to me, my personal representatives, estate, heirs, next of kin, and assigns 

for any and all claims and causes of action for loss of or damage to my property and for any and all illness or injury to my 

person, including my death, that may result from or occur during my participation in the Activity or Trip, whether caused 

by negligence of the Institution, its governing board, officers, employees, or representatives, or otherwise. I further agree 

to indemnify and hold harmless the Institution and its governing board, officers, employees, and representatives from 

liability for the injury or death of any person(s) and damage to property that may result from my negligent or intentional 

act or omission while participating in the described Activity or Trip.  

The planned dates for the trip(s) are from   ____/___   / 2013    through    ____/___   / 2013 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS AGREEMENT AND UNDERSTAND IT TO BE A RELEASE OF ALL 

CLAIMS AND CAUSES OF ACTION FOR MY INJURY OR DEATH OR DAMAGE TO MY PROPERTY 

THAT OCCURS WHILE PARTICIPATING IN THE DESCRIBED ACTIVITY OR TRIP AND IT OBLIGATES 

ME TO INDEMNIFY THE PARTIES NAMED FOR ANY LIABILITY FOR INJURY OR DEATH OF ANY 

PERSON AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTY CAUSED BY MY NEGLIGENT OR INTENTIONAL ACT OR 

OMISSION.   

 

_________________________________________ ___________________________________ 

Signature of Participant     Date 

 

_________________________________________ ____________________________________/ 

Signature of Witness     Date 

 

 

Please give pages 12-15 to your Team Leader ASAP.   

After you watch the IMB protection video, fill out the form on page 16 and turn in to your team leader.  
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IMB Child Protection Video Form 

Gain access to the video at http:// http://going.imb.org/volunteers/   

 a) On the left sidebar click “Child Protection Process” 

 b) Scrolling down, but near the top, you will see the paragraph heading “Child Protection Training” 

 c) In that paragraph, you will see how you can view the video now or download it.  

 

Please give this to your team leader after you have watched the IMB video and have signed this form.    

The team leader is required to ensure that every person has watched the IMB video. Team Leader: File this with your 

child protection files.   

Team Member Name Printed: ________________________________________ 

This is to certify that I have watched the IMB Child Protection Video.    

 

Signature __________________________________   Date _________________________ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://going.imb.org/volunteers/
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Appendix C – Creole Phrases 
 
Creole is written phonetically. Each letter is pronounced, and each word is spelled as it is pronounced. Creole has only 
been recognized as the official language of Haiti in the last few years. Therefore, there are many different ways in which 
the Haitians write and spell Creole words. There is an official standard that has been set, and this standard will be 
maintained in this publication. The following is a pronunciation guide using this standard; most of the sounds are French. 
 
ch-share chache-to look for  
o-claw fo-strong  
e-aim ede-to aid, help  
ou-you ou-you  
e-leg mesi-thank you  
r-(not rolled) respire-to breathe  
g-go gen-to have  
I-see isit-here  
s-(always s) prese-in a hurry  
j-(avoid the d sound) jou-day  
y-yes pye-foot  
o-toe zo-bone  

There are nasal sounds in Creole just as there are nasal sounds in French, which are pronounced partially through the 
nose, but without the "n" itself pronounced (a rare exception to the general pronunciation rule of pronouncing every 
letter). Some English equivalents which come close to the nasal sounds are as follows: 
 
an-alms dan-tooth        en-chopin pen-bread    on-don't bon-good 
 
A. When a nasal sound is followed by another "n", or "m," the nasal sound is pronounced, then the "n" or "m" is 
pronounced separately. 
B. If an accent is placed over the vowel, there is no nasal sound. 
C. In never indicates a nasal sound.    
The letter c is only used in the ch combination.  The letter k is used for the hard sound.  The letter s is used for the soft 
sound. 

Family: 
Mother – maman  
Father – papa, pè 
Grandmother – gran-papa, grann 
Grandfather – granpè 
Son – fis, pitit gason 
Daughter – tifi, pitit fi 
Sister – sè 
Brother – frè 
Aunt – tant, matant 
Uncle – tonton, monnonk 

 

Numbers: 
Zero - zero 
One – en, youn 
Two – de 
Three – twa 
Four – kat 
Five – senk 
Six – sis 
Seven – sèt 
Eight – uit 
Nine – nèf 
Ten – dis 

 

I  = Mwen (said Mweh)  
You= ou (said ooh) 
We= nou (noo) 
They= yo 
Hello = boniou (bon-jew) 
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Goodbye = orevwa (or-eh-vwah) 
How are you = Sa Va? (Sah Vah) or Ki Jan ou Ye (Kee-Jahn oooh yay) 
Please = souple (sooo-play) or See-Vooh-Play 
Thank You = Mesi 
Thank you very much= Mesi Boukou (Merci Boo-koo) 
Lotion = Kreme (Khrehm) 
I want to help, how can I help? = Mwen vle ede;  Ki jan mwen ede? (Mweh vlay ed; Kee-jahn mwen ed?) 
Do you need help?=Ou bezwen ede? (ooh behz-wehn ed)  
Can I help you?= Mwen ka ede ou? (Moo-weh kah ed-ay ooh)  
Show me what to do= Ki sa mwen ka fè pou ou (Kee-sah moo-weh kah fay)  
wash=lave (lah-vay) 
bed= kabann (ka-bahn)  
water= glo (glow) 
meal time= repa (ray-pah)  
eat, drink= manje, bwe (mah-jay, bway)  
feed= manje bay (mah-jay bway) 
Are you hungry? = Eske ou grangou? (Es-kay ooh grahn-goo?)  
Do you want to eat? = Ou vle manje? (Ooh vlay man-jay?)  
Do you want to drink? = Ou vle bwe? (Ooh vlay bway?)  
Is it good? = Eske li bon? (Es-kay lee bohn?) 
My name is...= Mwen rele... (Mweh ray-lay.)  
What is your name? = Ki gen ou rele? (Key jahn ooh ray-lay?)  
What do you want?= Ki sa ou vle? (Key sah ooh vlay?)  
What are you doing?= Ki sa wop fe? (Key sah whop fay?) 
Sit down= chita (she-tah)  
Stand=kanpe (kahn-pay)  
Stand up= ann kanpe (ahn kahn-pay)  
stop= rete (rhet)  
your turn= ou kou (ooh koo) 
now you do it =ou fe sa (ooh fay sah)  
Stop that= Pa fe sa (Pah fay sah)  
Give me that= Ban mwen sa (Bahn mweh sah)  
Where does it go?= Kote sa pou? (Ko-tay sah poo?)  
Get down=Desann (Day-sahn)  
Go = Ale (Ah-lee)  
work= travay (trah-vay)  
wait= tann (tahn)  
look= gade (gah-day)  
look at me= gade mwen (gah-day mwen)  
listen= tande (tahn-day)  
good job= bon travay (bohn tra-vay)  
very good= tre byen (tray bee-in)  
big, little= gwo, piti (gwhoa, pee-ti)  
in, out= nan, deyo (nahn, day-yo)  
over, under= anle, anba (on-lay, ahn-bah)  
stop, go= rete, ale (reh-tay, ah-lay)  
up, down= anwo, ba (ahn whoa, bah)  
slow, fast= pa rapid, rapid (pah ra-peed, ra-peed)  
less, more= mwen, plis (mwehs, plees)  
I want... Mwen vle... (Mweh vlay)  
I am going to come back.= Mop vini. (Mop veh-nee.) 
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Let's clean up.= Nou netwaye. (Noo net-wye-ye.)come here= veni (vee-knee)  
play=jwe (jway)  
show me= moutrem (moo-tee-em)  
play with me= jwe avem (jway avem)  
sing with me= chante avem (shan-tay avem) 
Which one? =Kiles? (Kee-les?) 
transportation = transpè (trance pay) 
trash =  fatra (fah-rah) 
translate=  tradui (trah dew) 
treasure=  trezò (tray zho) 
I Love You = Mwen Ren Men Ou 
Daddy= Papa or Poppy 
Mommy = Mommy or Maman 
Sister= se (say) 
Brother= fre (freh) 
Pet= bet kay 
no= nah 
Yes= wi 
your welcome= merite (merh eat) 
Excuse me = Eskize mwen  
I'm sorry = Mwen regret sa 
Yesterday= ye 
Today = Jodia 
Tomorrow = demen 
My Name Is... Mwen rele... (mweh ray-lay...) 
What is that? =Kisa sa a ye? 
 
The Gospel of Jesus Christ    L’Évangil Jezu Kris 
If God wills (wants) it.     Si Die vie. 
God is good.  Bondye bon 
God is love.  Bondye se lanmou 
God bless you.  Bondye beni ou 
No problem.  Pagen Pwoblem. 
Jesus loves you.  Jesu renmen ou. 
Lord   Segne 
Living water.  D'lo fwe. 
Bible   Bib 
Christ   Krist 
Grace   Gras 
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Below is the coverage provided by the required Gallagher Insurance.  Your Team Leader will make the purchase for the 

team and provide you with an insurance “card” that will be sent in an email.  

A&AI Travel Insurance SUMMARY OF COVERAGES – for each team member 

Accidental Death and Dismemberment 

Principal Sum 

(reduced to $10,000 for those under age 12 and over 70) 

 

$100,000 

Medical Expense, $100 deductible 

$2500 of this limit is available to pay US providers: no pre-existing condition exclusion 

$10,000 

Emergency Medical Evacuation 

Coordinated by SAS: will bring insured back to USA: no pre-existing condition exclusion. 

$100,000 

Family Coordination & Repatriation of Mortal Remains 

Combined limit for both benefits 

Includes $2,500 sublimit for extra expenses incurred during an approved medical evacuation  

$25,000 

Assistance Service 

Available 24/7/365 for assistance with worldwide medical emergencies: provided by SAS 

$100,000 

Crisis Management Service 

Available 24/7/365 for assistance with worldwide non-medical emergencies: provided by SAS 

$100,000 

General Liability 

Worldwide jurisdiction: covers volunteer and sending organization; includes coverage for 

injury to a volunteer 

$1,000,000 

Property 

Replacement cost coverage: includes checked baggage: “door to door” coverage 

$2,500 

Disability Income   

    First 100 months – Accident $1,000 / 

per mo. 

    Months 101-200 – Accident $500 / per 

mo. 

    50 months – Sickness (after 3 month waiting period) $250 / per 

mo. 

 


